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ABSTRACT
Designing difficulty levels in platformer games is a challenge
for game designers. It is important because design decisions
that affect difficulty also directly affect player experience.
Consequently, design strategies for balancing game difficulty
are discussed by both academics and game designers. In
this paper, we study how manipulating the following design
decisions, commonly found in platformers, moderates diffi-
culty: Scroll Speed, Target Size, Jump Task Complexity, and
Perspective. Results for Scroll Speed and Target Size indi-
cate that errors increase as speed increases and platform size
decreases. However, results for jump task complexity demon-
strate a separation of errors from task complexity. Specifically,
while double-jump tasks are harder than single-jump tasks,
triple-jump tasks appear to be as difficult as double-jump tasks.
Additionally, the study demonstrates how changes in perspec-
tive affect the errors made by players in gameplay. The study
results are applicable both to automatic level generation and
dynamic difficulty adjustment in platformer games.
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INTRODUCTION
Difficulty in platformer games or platformers is easily adjusted
because it is influenced by only by a few dimensions like
speed or complexity of jumps. The main challenge in these
games is to jump onto platforms while avoiding the holes
that separate them. Popular platformers like Super Mario
Bros. [G2], are well-known by a variety of different players
with different skill levels, age groups, and hardware genera-
tions. There are currently few guidelines and parameters to
aid game designers in the creation of difficulty levels, because
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we lack a thorough understanding how difficulty is generated
and perceived in platformers. The result is that evaluation and
manipulation of difficulty is frequently accomplished through
continuous player testing, a post-hoc, time-consuming, and
resource-intensive mechanism [8] for tweaking difficulty to
create an optimal player experience. We report a study of
platformer difficulty, where we manipulated Scroll Speed, Tar-
get Size, Jump Task Complexity, and Perspective in a bespoke
game. As we expected, our results show that errors increase
as platform size decreases and speed increases. We also found
that the relationship for errors and complexity might not be
as linear as one could assume because jump task complexity
showed triple-jump tasks to be as difficult as double-jump
tasks. We also found that vertical and z-axis scrolling both
had similar difficulty levels, but are both more difficult than
horizontal scrolling (i.e., errors were most prevalent in the
forward running scroll (z-axis) and the vertical (y-axis) scroll
condition, compared to the horizontal scroll (x-axis)). Along-
side error measurements, our measures of self-reported levels
of confidence in performance correlates well with quantified
measures. To the best of our knowledge, the characteriza-
tion of the relative difficulty of these factors is novel in the
literature, and the implications of these results are useful to
level designers creating content for their game, researchers de-
veloping automatically generated game levels, and Dynamic
Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) system designers. Thus, our
study results contribute a better understanding of these param-
eters for difficulty adjustment and balancing in platformers.

RELATED WORK
During game design—while many factors can affect the over-
all playability of a game—Nacke and Drachen [15] have ar-
gued that intentional difficulty in game design (i.e., making
tasks harder to accomplish while the interface still remains
easy-to-use) is a distinguishing factor from other digital de-
sign domains. Malone [13] stated that difficulty is important
because it can cause players to believe that their success is
uncertain, contributing to in-game challenge, alongside hid-
den information, randomness, and multiple goals. It has even
been argued that the overall game feel is affected [1]. While
platformers are particularly affected by difficulty adjustments
and are played by many players, balancing game difficulty
is a time-consuming challenge for game designers [3]. Re-
searchers have found that changing the levels of difficulty
elicits different emotional responses in the player [5] and input
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difficulty leads to different cognitive demands [14]. Following
this, difficulty balancing has emerged as a subject of study
of academics [2, 3, 11], and practising game designers [4, 7,
6]. As a result, academics have attempted to aid the design
of games by creating automatically adjusting difficulty [9, 11,
12], exploring parameter adjustments [10] or by changing the
shooting mechanism in a First-Person Shooter (FPS) to pro-
vide target assistance [2]. Most notably, Wheat et al. [17] col-
lected data on 2D platformer difficulty by testing a self-made
game and then analysing the data to inform their classification
system for adaptation. The study compared many factors (e.g.,
slope of curves, enemy difficulty) and provided important
pointers for the selection of the difficulty criteria in our study.
Following Smith et al. [16], who defined that platformers have
avatars, collectibles, movement aids, obstacles, and triggers,
we focused specifically on obstacles and movement aids in our
study. We refrained from adding triggers or puzzle elements
due to their less deterministic nature.

STUDY DESIGN
Our independent variables were selected to coincide with com-
mercial game elements and literature on the platformer genre
[16]. These include Scroll Speed, Target Size, Jump Task
Complexity, and Scroll Perspective. Dependent measures in-
clude different measures of difficulty in platformers such as
different types of errors, time on task, and perceived diffi-
culty. To analyze effects of independent variables, we created
a bespoke autoscrolling Jump-N-Run platformer game in the
Unity 3D game engine that isolates game design strategies
that may be used to create difficulty in platformers. Simple
platformer games like the one we created may be found on the
mobile app stores (e.g., Temple Run [G4] or Super Mario Run
[G3]). We created a bespoke game to allow careful control
of experimental conditions; inserting new conditions into an
existing game maybe confounded with existing expectations,
e.g. Mario Bros. does not traditionally have double jump and
may be a confound for participants familiar with Mario.

In our bespoke game, players played as a cat that had to run in
one direction to avoid a black abyss chasing it (Scroll Speed).
To traverse this autoscrolling world, the cat needed to amplify
its jumping abilities by bouncing off trampolines (Target).
Sometimes a single jump was not enough, and the cat needed
to further its reach by bouncing off balloons (Jump Task Com-
plexity), and found itself changing directions (Perspective).
For clarity, the x-axis scrolls along the horizontal plane, (i.e.
left-to-right), the y-axis on the vertical plane (i.e., up-and-
down), and the z-axis on the foreground/background plane. In
our game, an error occurred when a player failed to make a
jump by missing the targets or fell too far behind the necessary
scroll speed. Content in the game was procedurally generated
(PCG) and fully randomized for each session. The platforms
appear ‘just in time’, using a pseudorandom number generator.
We pick platform length and distance within a playable range
based on the constraints of the jump which is controlled. The
PCG levels provides a test of endurance for players: How
long can the player keep moving forward before they miss
a jump? If the player failed to make a jump, they lost a life.
The game session ended if the player lost all five of their lives
or reached the maximum time. Arc length and momentum

were controlled. If the jump was executed with error, imme-
diate feedback was given and corrections were not allowed.
Throughout the study, each level of the game served to present
a different condition. Game levels were pseudo-randomized
by the computer to minimize practice effects between levels.

Procedure
Sixteen participants’ data were analyzed for our study, 8 male
and 8 female. All participants were over 18-years-old, with a
mean age of 24 years.

Participants completed nine trials of the game, which pre-
sented different game design decisions created by the modi-
fication of the game’s elements. Each trial was composed of
two phases: a practice phase that consisted of five lives, and
a gameplay phase that consisted of one minute of play with
unlimited lives. After each trial/condition, participants were
asked to rate the perceived difficulty of the condition played on
a scale from 1 (least difficult) to 9 (most difficult). After they
played all nine game levels representing the different levels of
the independent variables, participants were interviewed about
their in-game experience.

Conditions were counterbalanced to control for ordering and
learning effects. We used a partial-block design to test each
independent variable. For each independent variable, there
were three levels of difficulty: The easiest level was always
the baseline level, and the same baseline level was used for
all conditions. This baseline included the slowest scroll speed,
the largest platform size, only single jumps, and horizontal
scroll perspective. For each independent variable (i.e., speed,
target size, jump complexity, and scroll perspective) there were
two levels of difficulty. Each independent variable was varied
independently from the baseline level (i.e., when varying target
size to smaller targets, we used the slow rate of scrolling,
horizontal scroll, and single jumps only). For example, to test
the smallest target size condition, the factors were: smallest
target size, slow speed, single jump, and x-axis scroll—in
this example only the target size is different from the baseline
condition. Without the partial block design, participants would
have been required to play many more permutations of the
variable resulting in an extremely long session.

Parameters and Measures
The following values were used for levels of independent vari-
ables in game units (in Unity 3D): scroll speed in units/second
(101, 15, 20), target size (4, 2, 1), jump task complexity (sin-
gle jump, double jump, triple jump) where targets of addi-
tional jumps (balloons) were 1 unit, and perspective (horizon-
tal scrolling, vertical scrolling, or z-scrolling).

We measured players’ perceived difficulty rating of each con-
dition on a scale of 1 to 9, easy to difficult. Additionally, the
following in-game events were captured:

• Start of a jump (target acquisition)
• Continuation of a complex jump combination
• Errors, distinguished by their cause:

1Vertical scrolling was set to 7.5 units/second because 10
units/second was found too difficult during player testing.
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(a) Overshooting (b) Undershooting

Figure 1: Concept illustration of the principles of overshooting
and undershooting in the bespoke game used in our study.

– Jump was missed (classified as overshoot or under-
shoot errors as shown in Figure 1)

– Player ran from a platform
– Player was outrun by the camera
– Jump was not continued due to insufficient timing

Hypotheses
Our experimental design tested the following four hypotheses
stemming from our review of the literature and discussions
with platformer players and designers:

1. Increasing scroll speed increases game difficulty as mea-
sured by error rate, time, and player subjective ratings.

2. Decreasing platform size increases game difficulty as mea-
sured by error rate, time, and player subjective ratings.

3. Increasing jump complexity increases game difficulty as
measured by error rate, time, and player subjective ratings.

4. Scroll perspective does not have a statistically significant
effect on game difficulty as measured by error rate, time,
and player subjective ratings.

RESULTS
Errors, recorded as a count of the errors the participant made
in each condition, are depicted in Figure 2. We see that faster
scroll speed, decreasing target size, and changing perspective
increase difficulty. Surprisingly, triple jumps were less error
prone than double jumps.

Experiment Condition Wald χ2 Exp(B)

Baseline Scroll Speed 49.104* 0.341
Medium Scroll Speed 13.398* 0.635

Baseline Target Size 96.447* 0.236
Medium Target Size 28.916* 0.562

BJT Complexity 42.929* 0.363
DJT Complexity 2.446 1.185

Horizontal Perspective Scroll 69.895* 0.285
Vertical Perspective Scroll 2.959 0.835

Table 1: Parameter estimates of the Poisson Regression (df(1),
*p < 0.001), BJT= Baseline Jump Task, DJT = Double Jump
or Medium Task

The first question we explore is whether our dependent vari-
ables are linked to game difficulty. A Poisson regression (see

Table 1) was run to determine whether Scroll Speed, Target
Size, Jump Task Complexity, and Scroll Perspective were
predictive of an increase in error rate. The goodness of fit
test passed for the model for a Pearson χ2 with t(135) =
223.315,Value/d f = 1.648, indicating that our model fit
the data well, that is, the model is predictive. Addition-
ally, an analysis using a Likelihood Ratio χ2 with χ2(8) =
162.700, p < 0.001) indicated that the regression was statisti-
cally significant, i.e. that the tested variables were predictive
of game difficulty. Test of individual variable effects on diffi-
culty were also significant for each independent variable via
Wald χ2 tests: Scroll Speed (0-2) χ2(2) = 51.461, p < 0.001,
Target Size χ2(2) = 104.896, p < 0.001, Jump Task Com-
plexity χ2(2) = 62.139, p < 0.001, and Perspective Scroll
χ2(2) = 70.868, p < 0.001.

A post-hoc analysis of independent variables’ effects on de-
pendent variables was conducted. Table 1 includes parameter
estimates from the Poisson analysis (Column Exp(B)). Inter-
preting these result, our model predicts the following (based
upon our 16 participants): Given that a user makes a cer-
tain number of errors in the most difficult (high) condition,
then Exp(B) represents the fraction of errors for medium and
baseline values of that independent variable. This means that
for scroll speed, participants would make 0.635 errors in the
fastest scroll speed condition and 0.341 errors in the slowest
scroll speed condition (the baseline) for every error in the most
difficult condition. Of particular interest in Table 1 are param-
eter estimates for Jump Complexity and Scroll Perspective.
Consider, first, Jump Complexity: While the baseline jump
is statistically easier than the triple jump, we see no statisti-
cally significant difference between the double jump and triple
jump, though comparatively double jump results in 1.185 er-
rors per error in the triple jump condition (double jump results
in slightly more errors in our predictive model). Furthermore,
the horizontal (x-axis) scroll perspective is statistically signifi-
cantly different than the vertical or z-axis perspective but the
difference between vertical and z-axis perspective falls just
outside statistical significance (p = 0.085). We recognize that
calling attention to comparative differences may be of concern
to the reader at this point, but we highlight it here because the
data triangulate well with other measures below.

Table 2 summarizes the results of participants’ rating of game
difficulty (9 = most difficult). We see, again, that the baseline
condition (Control) was considered easiest by participants and
parity between double-triple jump and between vertical-z-axis
scroll perspective.

DISCUSSION
Overall, we find that scroll speed increases difficulty pro-
portionately in a platformer game, decreasing target size re-
sults in increasing difficulty, increases in jump complexity
initially raise the difficulty (but only until players adapt to
what we believe is the rhythm of the game and complexity
plateaus), and changes in perspective moderate game difficulty
(horizontal/x-axi) scrolling is easier than forward-running/z-
axis and vertical/y-axis perspectives).

Our data allows us to reject the null hypotheses for our first two
hypotheses. Hypotheses three (jump complexity) is partially
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Figure 2: Error count in both practice and play conditions. Summary of errors recorded from the game log for each condition.

Condition M SD

Control 3.13 1.78
Medium Speed 4.06 2.44
Fast Speed 6.00 2.11
Medium Target 4.50 2.16
Small Target 7.09 1.42
Double Jump 6.31 1.85
Triple Jump 5.69 1.74
Vertical Scroll 6.28 1.57
Z-Axis Scroll 6.94 1.65

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of reported difficulty.

supported by our data, but our fourth hypothesis—the lack of
effect of perspective—is not supported. Our first two hypothe-
ses, the effects of scroll speed and platform size, were an ex-
pected result of speed-accuracy trade-off in task performance.
The confirmation of these results validates our experimental
design and baseline values for independent variables.

For our third hypothesis—increasing jump complexity in-
creases difficulty—while double jump is, in fact, harder than
single jump, triple jump showed no statistically significant
increase in difficulty over double jump based on an analysis
of error rate. Furthermore, comparatively in both our error
rate and in self-reported difficulty, there may be triangulated
evidence that triple jump is at least as easy as double jump,
a result of lower error rate and lower rated difficulty in the
average value of these statistics from our experimental mea-
sures. While we do not fully understand why triple jump is no
more difficult than double jump, one explanation that merits
further investigation is the notion of repeated key sequences
becoming easier because players are able to get into an interac-
tion rhythm. The idea of player actions falling into a rhythm,
similar to the idea of a musical rhythm was discussed in Smith
et. al.’s work on classifying platformer games [16], though not
as it intersects with difficulty.

Finally, for our fourth hypothesis, we believed that horizon-
tal scrolling and vertical scrolling would not be statistically
significantly different from one another, and that z-axis scroll
perspective might result in statistically significant differences.

However, we formulated our hypothesis as scrolling having
no statistically significant effect on difficulty, and, based on
our data, we cannot support this hypothesis. We found that
y-axis (vertical) scrolling and z-axis scrolling were statistically
more difficult than horizontal scrolling, but, interestingly and
counter-intuitively, z-axis and vertical scrolling had similar
difficulty levels. Issues of scrolling and difficulty have im-
plications for the design of both platformer games and other
movement-based games. Scrolling perspective is, at heart, an
issue of camera placement, so the increase in difficulty can be
manipulated by allowing a user to control the camera; however,
providing users with more variables to control could increase
the difficulty, similar to perspective puzzler platformers (e.g.,
Fez [G1] or the 2D mobile game Monument Valley [G5]). Be-
yond scrolling perspective, our findings can apply to other
game genres as well. For example, a shooter game can balance
target size based on target-shooting difficulty, similar to work
done by Bateman [2] that employed target assistance. Finally,
our study results have interesting conclusions for both auto-
matic level design and Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA).
Currently DDA systems focus on mediating enemy characters,
the appearance of items, the availability of resources (e.g.,
health resources), and other small tweaks to the design of the
game. Another potential way to add or mediate difficulty may
be by automatically manipulating the level design (or camera
perspective) by incremental factors.

CONCLUSION
This paper is a focused exploration of how platformer game
parameters can be used to manipulate difficulty in game de-
sign. Our data reveal that Scroll Speed, Target Size, Jump
Complexity, and Scrolling Perspective all affect difficulty. Our
study results have implications for the understanding of how
these game design decision affect difficulty and player ex-
perience. Additionally, findings of this study may be useful
for the design and selection of variables in dynamic difficulty
adjustment systems and automatic level design.
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